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Monday, March 3,1984

Racial slurs spark sit-in
iSWB

swwKayi
Students gathered on TUlwui steps to protestrecentvandalism. (TJ photo by Randy Grw*)
apology from the administration "I was appalled and sickened
regarding the bann r incident by it But I don't think I was
One student can.ed a sign surprised because I think we
The
defacing of
an which read "Alpha Phi Alpha live in a racist society," Smith
Association of Ebonites and will not be pacified. The Rmctsmsaid.
The banner incident was not
Omega Pai Phi banner in Thom- Mmt Be Investigated."
son last week brought hostilities Several students posed the only thing that -outraged
minority
students last week.
to a bead as a large group of questions to both Jeff Mann,
black students assembled on the vice president for student life, Some pledgesfromAlpha Kappa
and Mike Smith, vice president Alpha, a black sorority, were
steps of Tillman HalL
More than 100 students for academics. Both ad- harassed by members of a white
voiced their concerns about the ministrators voiced their shock fraternity. Also, a white student
minority situation at Winthrop and regret that the incident oc- was reportedly seen hurling a
and specifically asked for an curred.
(Continued on page 5)
By MARK WOOD
TJ news editor

Election run-offplanned.
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NAACPchapter formed
By ALLAN C JENKINS, JR.
TJ contributing editor

More than 125 students,
between Richard Golden and president
Craig Wilkinson is planned.
Becky Cameron was voted isculty, staff members and
met in Dinkins
vice-administrators!
A run-off for junior class Dinkins Student Union
Presidential candidates Don- president between Adam president
Auditorium, Wednesday,
na Chapa and Nigel Vidale are Sherrill and. Steve Johnson is Gregory Toney was elected Feb. 26 to revive the Wintwo contenders for the run-off planned.
throp College chapter of the
public defender.
election to be held Wednesday,
Margaret Howell was elected National Association for the
said Elections Board ChairperAdvancement of Colored
public prosecutor.
son Chris Hanlon.
A run-off for junior class vicePeople.
After the Elections Board president between Margaret
Five officers were elected
concluded counting ballots last Howell and Janet Blair is also
at the meeting.
Wednesday, several offices planned for Wednesday; the Kim Bradley has been elected
The assembly was adlacked the 50-percent-plus-one polls will open at the same time senior class president
dressed by L. Zimmerman
margin necessary to determine a at the same locations, Hanlon John Gibson has been voted Kitt adviser for the Youth
clear winner. Voting polls said.
senior class vice president
and College Division of the
opened and closed on time in The Student Government Robert Lee has been elected NAACP in South Carolina,
Dinkins and the cafeteria and Association vice-presidency was sophomore class president
Horace Jones, chairman of
the ballots were counted by won by Bryan Grant
Tom Robertson has been the Rock Hill chapter of the
10:45.
Bill Bradley was voted voted sophomore class vice pres- NAACP, and SheUa McA run-off for attorney general Dinkins
Student
Union ident
By B.W.GODFREY
TJ staff writer

than 900 ao-

Millan, the first black
graduate of Winthrop, who
currently serves on the board
of trustees at Winthrop, and
who has been long active in
the NAACP.
"The NAACP is for
everyooe-Hispanic, colored,
black, Jewish, any poor person whose rights must be
defended
and advanced," Kitt
said. HThe NAACP needs
your membership; you need
the NAACP because it stands
by you day in and day out"
Kitt recommended more
membership drives for the
chapter, and observance of
Jubilee Day (Jan. 1, the anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation), Mar(Continued on page 5)
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Newsbriefe
ASID meeting
The Winthrop Student Chapter of the American Society
of Interior Designers will hold a meeting March 4 at 8 p.m.
in Thurmond Hall, Room 209. The guest speaker will be Ms.
Becky Bell, and we will have a meeting afterwards. All
members are urged to attend this meeting.

Brothers ofIota Phi

The Brothers of Iota Phi chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi
Professional Business Fraternity would like to congratulate
their spring 1986 Pledge Class: Renne Alexander, Robert
Alexander, Karen Bedenbaugh, Dunnum Black, Allison
Boggs, Debbie Buchanan, Kenny Clarke, Angela Davis,
Diane Hawthorne, Joel Manning, Jaye Moss, Maria Rask,
Rita Samuels, Patrick Shealy, Sandra Simon, Chris
Stephenson, Bennie Stratford, Donna Weaver, Mary Ann
Williams, and Chris Willoughby.

Apology

During homecoming award ceremonies, the Eaglettes
announced that Michelle Jameson represented Delta Sigma
Theta and Omega Psi Phi Michelle Jameson actually
represented Delta Sigma Theta and Alpha Phi Alpha. The
Eaglettes apologize for the error.

Bloodpressure clinic
The Delta Class of Tau Kappa Epsilon will sponsor a
blood pressure clinic in conjunction with the American Red
Cross. Blood pressures will be checked free of charge by
Registered Nurses.
Date: Thursday, March 6
Time: 9 a.m.-4 p jn.
Where: Dinkins Student Center and Rock Hill Mall
For more information, contact the American Red Cross at
327-3104 or Richard Gore at 4794.

Sigma thanks supporters

Tri Sigma sorority would like to thank all of the people
that supported them by dropping by their dance-a-thon on
February 15. A special thanks goes to Pi Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Kappa Psi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Delta Zeta, Zeta Tau Alpha, Chi Omega, the baseball
players, the basketball players, and the guys at the Money
and Crazy Zacks. Tri Sigma appreciates all the donations, all
the time and support that people gave by dancing with
them. Thanks again!

Application

The Executive Office is now taking applications for
presidential interns, pages, and receptionists for the
Executive Suite. Applications may be picked up at the
Executive Office in Tillman and at the Student Life Office,
209 Dinkins. Deadline for applications is 5 pjn., Monday,
March 31,1986.

Racism condemned

Second candidate forum planned
On dealing with the board of
up, especially during the
question and answer period.
trustees, Chapa said, "You have
An open forum featuring "First of all, I'm a foreign to conduct yourself in a mature
presidential run off candidates student and they don't care if adult manner but you have to
Donna Chapa and Nigel Vidale is I'm a student government stand up for yourself."
scheduled for 9 p.m. tonight in president," said Vidale during
When the floor was opened to
Dinkins Auditorium.
his opening remarks. "The SGA questions all the candidates
The forum will be run the after being elected don't come were asked to expand on their
same way as the one preceding out to meet the student one-to- comments made in The Johnthe election, said Elections one. Me I hope to be that one to sonian interview regarding
Board Chairperson Chris one student," he said.
minority recruitment here at
Hanlon. Both Chapa and Vidale Speaking about the presiden- Winthrop.
have been invited to debate cy said Vidale, "He doesn't need
"It is a statewide problem,"
campaign issues and discuss to be a yes man but he needs to said Chapa. "They are not
their positions as well as field maintain respect."
targeting minorities. They are
questionsfromthe audience.
Chapa began her remarks by just going to a few high schools.
Although other offices are requesting the audience to stand They should go to all the high
being contested in the run off up and then sit down.
schools. We are not going out to
election, unlike the preelection "You have just made a look for good minority studenforum this debate will feature decision; this week you will ts," she said.
only the presidential candidates. make a very important and per- "Something is being done but
The pre-election forum drew sonal decision," Chapa said.
not enough," said Vidale. "Baran audience of approximately 50 Chapa advocated closer ties bara Fortune in admissions puts
students. The first candidates to between the SGA and the out a newsletter to target an
speak on the agenda, the student body suggesting the audience. This newsletter is
presidential candidates, were creation of a public information aimed directly at minority
delayed approximately 15 officer. Chapa was also critical of students," he said.
minutes because Vidale arrived The Johnsonian, saying, "We The forum continued until aplate.
have things go on here all the proximately 10:55, by which
Despite the delay the can- time but no one knows what's time all the candidates had
didates' debate quickly heated going on."
spoken and debated.
By B.W. GODFREY

(Ceetimwdfrmpwll

grandmother worked at the
college as a housemother
daring the term «f David
Bancroft Johnson, Winthrop's
first president Her mother
graduated from Winthrop in
1917.
Piper said that she looks
forward to working at Winthrop.
"I'm honored that the
board has the confidence in
me to do a job that's very important. I was extremely
pleased with the faculty,
students and administrators
when I visited Winthrop," she
said.
According to Piper,
minority recruitment is one of
her "two priorities."
T v e done a great deal of
work with minorities.

However, most of the
minorities at Victoria are
Hispanic students. We are 35
percent minorities, bat only
10 percent of thoas are black."
1 work very closely with
these students. We even help
them get scholarship funds,"
Piper said.
Another concern is her
relation hip with students.
"At \ -toria we have a
student advisory council
composed of students who
represent different groups.
We meet and go over
questions that they bring in
from their groups."
"I want the students at
vVinthrop to have access to
me. I'm coming in with an
open mind and I want to
discuss the way the students
rot to exchange ideas," she

said. Piper responded to
criticism she received from
Winthrop faculty members
concerning herabihty to get
funding from the state
legislature.
>
"There are only two
women presidents in state
schools in Texas, and I am one
of those. Neither one of us has
found any obstacles in telling
our stories to the legislature.
I don't think it will be any different in South Carolina."
According to Piper, she
doesn't intend to seek public
office.
Tm coming to stay as long
as I perform at the level of
success expected by the
board of trustees. Tm really
looking forward to coming to
Winthrop."

Money, tests hurt minorities

(CPS)- There are fewer low- "Money is the key problem" Nevertheless, the new studyThe Student Government Association strongly condemns
income students in the nation's driving low-Income students by the National Council on Black
all actions of racial slurs occurring on our campus.
J community colleges, and a com- away, contends Dale Parnell Affairs (NCBA) and the
bination of economics and admis- head of the American Aasocia- American College Testing Prosions testing may be the culprit, tion of Community and Junior gram (ACT!- found only eight
educators
say.
Colleges (AACJC).
percent of the schools surveyed
The Board of Trustees of Winthrop College condemns acever have denied admission to
ta of vandalism, with or without racial overtones, committed
And while a new study finds
someone because of low enon campus. Such immature acts are deplorable and totally about
eight percent off the na- | Community and junior col- trance test scores.
unacceptable. There is no place at Winthrop College for
tion's communtiy colleges have leges, of course, were created to The tests' impact is "not
such inconsiderate, abusive conduct. Where such vandals
partially closed their open ad- give students who couldn't or significant," concludes AACJC
can be identified, they will be held accountable to the
missions doors, it says their ad- wouldn't go to four-year schools spokeswoman Susan Freeman.
Judicial Council.
missions tests aren't the reason a chancetogotocollege.
Far more significant in keepThe Board expects everyone to join us in trying to make
minority
student enrollment has
ing low-income students out of
Winthrop College a place where human understanding can
dropped
five
percent
during
the
But in recent years a number community colleges are the cuts
flourish and petty prejudice cannot and will not survive.
last two years.
ef two-year collegea have in federal aid and the new emThis Statement of Standing Policy is Done and Resolved
The
survey
also
found
more
adopted
new admissions phasis on borrowing aid, mainthis 25th day off February, 1986.
community colleges plan to peHciea, accepting only atudents tains Arnold Mitchem, director
Certified by: F. Merritt Wilkerson
adopt admissions tests in the who achieve minimum scores on of the National Council of EducaSecretary to the Board
near future.
certain entrance exams.
tional Opportunity Associations.

RESOLUTION
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Jackman to appear at WC
Theme highlighted during half-time
By CHRIS P. ROWELL
special to TJ
The
1986
Winthrop
homecoming celebration,
revolving around the theme
"Cartoons Eagle Style," was
highlighted by the presentation of awards during a halftime extravaganza at the
Winthrop-Coastal Carolina
men's basketball game,
Saturday, Feb. 15.
According
to
Mary
/McLaughlin, homecoming
chairperson for the Eaglettes,
31 campus organizations
sponsored candidates for the
homecoming court. A total of
16 campus organizations entered in at least three or more
of the homecoming events.
Included in these events
were the displav, banner,
promotion, skit, and 4-wheel
race contests. A spirit competition was held at the pep
rally in Dinkins Student Center, but did not contribute
points toward the overall
homecoming winners.
"The spirit award did not
count this year, but hopefully
will next year," said
McLaughlin.

The homecoming court
winners were Rhonda Patterson, representing Sigma
Sigma Sigma; Nikki Bolman,
representing Alpha Delta Pi;
Rachelle Jamison, representing Delta Sigma Theta and
Alpha Phi Alpha; and
Deborah Baker, representing
Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Sigma Sigma won
the first place overall award,
followed by Sigma Alpha Epsilon at second, and tie between Alpha Delta Pi and Pi
Kappa Alpha for third. Points
achieved by placing in any of
the six phases of competition
were used to determine the
overall winners.
Delta Zeta's "Smurfa" won
the first place award for the
display competition. Chi
Omega came in second with
the "Family Circus," and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's
"Hagar the Horrible" placed
third.
Dance Theater placed first
in the skit competition, Sigma
Sigma Sigma place second,
and Alpha Delta Phi placed
third.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won

first place in the banner contest, the * South Carolina
Education Association won
second, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma won third.
The promotion contest was
won by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
at first, Sigma Sigma Sigma
at second, and Chi Omega at
third.
In the women's 4-wheel
race, Sigma Sigma Sigma won
first, Zeta Tau Alpha second,
Delta Zeta third. In the men's
category, Phi Kappa Alpha
won first, The Economics
Club won second, and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon won third.
Sigma Sigma Sigma won first
place for the "best looking
vehicle" award, Alpha Delta
Pi won second, and Sigma Phi
Epsilon won third.
The spirit competition at
the pep rally was won by
Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
The homecoming awards
were presented after a
dedication to head basketball
coach Nield Gordon and
followed by a half-time
routine performed by the varsity cheerleaders, the J.V.
cheerleaders, and the Golden
Garnet dance team.

Artwork to be sponsored
By JILLIAN COFFIN
TJ staff writer
Winthrop's Department of
Art is sponsoring two art exhibitions which will open March 4.
A formal reception will start
from 7-9 pjn. The exhibitions
featured are the 27th Annual
Springs Industries Traveling
Art Exhibition and an exhibition
featuring artists Karen Davies
and Bill Dooley.
Davies and Dooley are a
husband-and-wife art team. Both
have received MFA degrees
from the University of South
Carolina. David Freeman, Winthrop art professor, stated,
"They have exhibited on the
local and national level."
Dooley is currently an exhibition director at Spirit Square
Center in Charlotte.
"Their work is extremely contemporary," Freeman said.
"The images that I am dealing
with are basic architectural
structures dealing with in-

teriors, and rooms or what I call
architectural still lifes. The
works that I do contain are
traditional drawing materials,
oil sticks and soft pastels. The
generalized forms of the pieces
explore the symbolic nature of
the house as a form," Dooley
said.

The annual Springs Industries Traveling Art Exhibition which has been touring
since September will be showing
in the main gallery. The show
has been sponsored by Springs
Industries since 1958. This
year's winner of the $2500 best
of show purchase award was
Estelle Frierson of Lexington.
Davies works use a ladder Her sculpture was her first entheme. The ladders she uses are try to the show.
made out of wood and are
painted altered.
The Springs traveling show
"I use the ladder as a tours museums, galleries and
metaphor and as a symbol of colleges in both the Carolinas
what it represents in our socie- throughout the year. The
ty," Davies said. "The ladder Springs show is open to all artheme relates to reaching tists and there is no entry fee.
goals."
Entry forms can be picked up at
"The ladder is like a vehicle to the art department.
one point to another and focusing on a pathway of a goal," Both the Springs Traveling
Davies said.
Show and the Davies and Dooley
exhibition will be on display
Dooley has shown his work at through March 27. The gallery
Winthrop before as a graduate hours are from 9-4:30, Mondaystudent. The exhibition will be Friday, and 2-5 on Sunday.
in the intimate gallery.
There is no admission fee.

By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

Comedian, juggler and improvisationalist Edward
Jackman will appear Monday,
March 3 in Tillman Auditorium.
Jackman, who was voted
Campus Comedy Entertainer of
the Year for 1965, is the only
person to ever win two International Jugglers Championships
in a row.
Becky Cameron, who helped1
bring Jackman to Winthrop,:
said, "I saw his videotape when
I went to the regional con-i
ference for college entertainers
in Charleston. I enjoyed his performance and decided to try to bring him to Winthrop."
Jackman's one-man show is Ji
entitled, "Comedy™ and other |5
Dangerous Stuff'. He has appeared on such television pro-j
grams as PM Magazine, John j,
Davidson, and Merv Griffin.
"I thought this would be an inEDWARD JACKMAN
teresting show for Winthrop,"
Cameron said. "Not many people
can juggle and carry on a com- come to the show.
edy routine with a bicycle "I think it will be an inbalanced on their nose."
teresting show," said Cameron,
Cameron also • said that "and I hope everyone will enjoy
Jackman may be in the cafeteria it"
Monday perfoming some The show is free with WCID,
"teasers" to try to get people to and $2 for guests.

irandtimneweare
rot»biy mec* aafer tha.
p t t .erho
there"
The Rev. Btaber Brabham of Brabham said. "The contra* are
the Wesley Foundation will be fended by the US. and they eer
traveling to Nicaragua on a tainly dos't want to be reeponpeacemisainn next month.
a?Me (or any Americans'
Brabham will accompany 21 deithsT he continued.
other people from the Brabham will meet with 21
Southeastern United States other delegates in Miami for one
representing such religious day and night in crder to be
faiths as Islam, Buddhism, trained in non-violent techniques
Catholicism, Unitarianism, and before traveling to the
various
other
Christian Nicaraguan countryside,
denominations.
Brabham will be going with "When we go out into the
Witness for Peace, a group country, we live with the peowhich was formed in 1983 after pie," Brabham said. "Sometimes
a group of U.S. Christians there is a cot, and sometimes
traveled to the warworn areas of you sleep on * dirt Boor."
Honduras and Nicaragua and Brabham remedied that inconvesaw the condition of the nience by investing in a small inNicaraguan people resultingdatable
mattress for the trip,
from U.S. policy toward1 Brabham will be leaving Rode
Nicaragua.
Hill March 8 and will return
"They* tend groups out to March 22 and share his exwherever the contras have made periences with various groups,
an attack to show some sottdari- "We're going to take with us
ty among the people and inter-medicines and school supplies,
view them and get their story 111 be taking some school supand help them reconstruct what plies sines ths United States fanhas been destroyed," Brabham posed a* embargo," Brabham
said.
said.
fteveSnf to a country at war Anyone wishing to donate
has obvious dangers, but paper, psoeOs, and other school
! Brabham is confident that the statist may take thsm by any
trip wflt be a-safe and moan oae of the cempes mlsieirj
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OPINION
Racial harnumy needed
Br USA BUDS
T J editor
The AO's may be revived.
At least, t new era of racial tension may occur If antfcrainority incidents continue.
The Mmmmim contends that if such events are not
reeolvedqufckly and peacefully, the situation could
snowball into something very frightening.
Students are all the same; they pay the same lees, attend
the aameclaieee and take the same exams. Thus, all studen
ta are entitled to equal treatment and opportunity.
At prees time. Ike MmtmUm learned about the vandalism of the Association of Ebonitea* and Omega Psi Phi
fraternity's banner celebrating Black History month.
We are appalled and regretful that such malicious
feelings were expressed.
In fact, we were so repulsed by these actions that we
wanted to publish a formal condemnation of those responsible. However, we are under a legal contract which states
that all 77 materials must be ready to be sent to our printer's office, the YorkvUk Aftfner, by Thursday evening.
Despite the conditions of this contract, we asked the printers to let us resrrange our editorial page to issue an
editorial statement concerning the incident. Fortunately,
ftririi f b f f t tirgi ailuualy consented.
In other wu-ds, we violated our contract in order to address the issue at hand.
TMs demonstrates the attitude we espouse and wish for
everyone else to display. The Mmma Jew. for example. Is
ciomposed of V pareent minority students. Half of thess
minority stslfcra seive in editorial positions. This number is
sixparcent greater than the proportion <14 percent) of
minorities at Wiathrop College.
Secondly, KTcovsred minority recruHment'efiorts by the
three preaidential candidates. This questioning shows our
> concern tar both current aad potential minority students.
In addition to hquM*shoot the issue with tin «oHsge
pridJiatial rasdMafraa, we also included minority recruitmoot as a key inane na the questionnaire given to SGA
prsaidsnHal laadidat.a The reeults appeared in the Feb. M

Nat safer m Ti addrese

bat we

r
TJ
letter
policy
~
TJ welcomestattersto the editor on any topic related to

Winthrop College.
AO letters to the editor mint be signed by the author. The
anther's name will not be omitted unless we feel retribution
will raenlt. Letters will be limited to >00 words.
Letters should be typed, if poesible, double spaced/on a 80incfa space line.
Letters shonld be submitted to Box 100 or brought to TJ
office in Good Building. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Tnandsy to appear in thefallowingweek's issue.

— Letters to the editor
towards improving race work together as one culture.
relations. So come on; let's cut We must live on this Earth
out the racial B.S. and get real! together regardless of our
Dear Editor,
culture. Why can't we try to live
As I left breakfast on the mortogether? What's stopping us?!!!
Sincerely,
ning of Feb. 21, I suddenly felt
Iris Boyd
Irvin M. Goodwin
hatred and outrage as I saw
NAACP
vulgar racial slurs on the
Re-establishment
NAACP banner. My initial reacCoordinator
tion was that I wanted to kill
every white person that I saw.
But as I began to face reality, I Dear Editor,
said to myself, "I don't despise It is with great sorrow and
whites as a race. So why take embarrassment that we learned
that kind of attitude?" This was of the defacing of poster? and
the work of several provincial in- banners with racial slurs that Dear Editor,
dividuals who are ignorant took place last week. Such con- I'm writing in reference to a
enough to be prejudiced.
duct is offensive to all of us,
incident which occurred
But why are people black and white, and is recent
week here at Winthrop
prejudiced? In my personal vigorously opposed by the last
vocabulary, the definition of College's administration. Win- initiating racial tension amongst
prejudice is ignorance. We are throp s other administrators join its students.
all children of God, so why must us in an expression of deep On Feb. 21, a certain inwe view society in terms of skin regret that the incident hap- dividual/individuals defaced a
cdor? When we die and go to pened on campus. We will do banner and poster advertising
our eternal life, there will be no everything possible to see that it events sponsored by different
black organizations in honor of
Heaven or Hell with the signs, does not happen again.
Black History month. Not only
"Whites only" or "Coloreds
did this show poor taste and
only."
Sincerely,
ignorance on the part of perBut unfortunately,
not
Michael Smith
petrators, it also angered every
everyone views life in the same
Academic Vice President
black student on this campus to
manner. Hatred exists in many
and Dean of the Faculty
the fullest extent.
ignorant individuals who judge
their fellow man on the basis of
It's sort of sad to find that
Jeff Mann
the color of his skin. In 1963, Dr.
racial-bigotry still exists,
Vice President of Student
Martin Luther King, Jr.
especially on this college camLife and Dean of Students
revealed a dream that he had to
pus. My thought was that we
this nation. Within this dream,
were all here to better ourselves
he said, "my four little children
as young adults; with this comes
will one day live in a nation
the learning of respect and equal
where they would not be judged
treatment of ine another. Obby the color of their skin, but by
viously, • some .5 you have not
the content of their character." Dear Editor,
yet acquired the knowledge to
But sadly enough, some 23 years Taking pride in ones culture is do so; you have even failed to
later, Dr. King's dream is far what we have learned all our learn the meaning of a simple
from reality.
lives. When insults upon ones word-nigger. Maybe your
Here at Winthrop, the racial culture are made, how do you parents taught you that it means
slurs on the signs are not the expect them to react? Black someone black, but let me tell
only sort of racism that occurs. Americans have experienced so you something. I looked it up
Whether anyone realizes it or many cultural insults, that they several times and and it was
not, racism occurs here every always fall back on the prin- only to be found once. So what is
day. It happens within the ciples of Dr. Martin Luther a nigger? A nigger is a very
classroom, within the student King, Jr.'s non-violence ap- ignorant person-like the perlegislature, within the athletic proach.
son/persons who defaced those
department, and even within the I would like to extend my banners. You know who you are,
adminiatration. For example, apologies to any student who and now you know what you are!
how many black teachers and may have been hurt by the
faculty members are employed defacing of the "Black History
by Winthrop? How many blacks Month Event's" sign, as well as
occupy positions within the the NAACP signs. I am making You can call us apes, you can
athletic department? Why waa this apology just to remove tell us to go to Africa, whatever
Winthrop forced by the state some of the tension that has you desire. But this is a free
country, in case you've forgotjudicial system to appoint its fir-resulted.
st Mack trustee member? But However, the defacing did ten, and we're going to be here
yet, compere thia to the number help us as a culture realise that for aa long aa it takes; like it or
of black cuaodiana at Winthrop. we have become too secure in not If you have a problem with
that, either you can try your
These are the implicit racisms this world.
that are often overlooked.
We need to re-establish the best to live with it, or you can go
If time is one blessing in brotherly love, the unity and the to Africa!
disguise with the racial slurs on religion that existed before. I am
Very upset,
the sign, it awakened those not saying let's bring the SCs
John E. Dewberry
students who have been asleep back, but I am saying let's bring
on the issue of racism at Win- the unity back.
throp. Blacks as well as whites All cultures represented in
should be aware of this and work this institution need to unite and
(Continued on page 9)
v . ..\ vV-v . . . .
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Fight the racists

NAACP chapter -

By ALLAN C. JENKINS
TJ contributing editor

Racism reared its ugly bead at Winthrop College during the past two weeks, and gave out m roar
that was heard across the state.
For the second time in as many months, unfavorable media attention was focused on this college,
this time for a series offrighteningand reprehensible racist acts perpetrated, for the most part, by
unknown persons.
Winthrop again is the object of shame.
The most recent incidents:
On Wednesday, Feb. 19, members of a white fraternity harassed an Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
pledge line until members of Omega Psi Phi fraternity intervened and ended the confrontation.
On Thursday, Feb. 20, unknown vandals defaced, with the word "nigger" used quitefreely,a banner advertising an event celebrating Black History Month.
Over the following weekend, flyers put up by the Vidale for President campaign were either
similarly defaced or torn down.
Additionally, in the past weeks, foreign students have been harassed, and posters announcing
events for international students have been defaced/torn down.
Several times this year, notices have been posted (after being approved by college emptogeet)
by persons seeking "white roomates."
.
Further, allegations have been lodged, with some justification, that the administration drags its
heels investigating attacks by whites against minority students. Some of the protesters felt that
Tke Johnsonian has been biased against thoroughly reporting minority international student evenSuch a poisonous atmosphere theoretically shouldn't exist at an institution of higher learning,
especially one where students claim to achieve their best
Sick and tired of what is already an intolerable situation, over 150 students - black, white, international, American, "Greek", and independent - staged a nonviolent sit-in on the steps of Tillman
last Monday to protest racism and pressure the administration to take steps to prevent future incidents.
t
It was an excellent protest, which unified to a high degree the minority/international community
here, but the administration can no more stop racism than one sandbag can stop a flood.
The end of racist acts on this campus will come when all students opposed to racism band
together tofighttooth and nail against racism in all its forms.
Until that day, none of us will be able to avoid bigotry.
All of us must be involved in the struggle, but there can be no innocent bystanders: either one
hates racism and is determined to root it out, or one condones, if only through inaction, prejudice.
That means you cannot merely say:
"I am opposed to racism, but don't have the inclination tofightit," and expect anyone committed
to the destruction of racism to really believe you. You must be committed yourself, or share the
blame for racist acts on this campus.
Regarding the incidents occurring over the past two weeks, concerned students should resolve to
do all in their power to seek out and make known the identities of those responsible for the
outrages.
The college, campus organizations, and concerned students should establish and contribute to a
reward fund, with the reward given to those who can identify the perpetrators of these and future
racist acts.
The administration should publicly announce that persons who commit racist acts on this campus
will be vigorously prosecuted, and expelledfromthis institution if found guilty.
Student leaders should go on record as being irrevocably opposed to such acts, and that persons
committing them are not welcome on this campus.
Thefightagainst racism at Winthrop must be actively waged on allfronts,for there is no excuse
for it to exist Everyone associated with Winthrop should be soldiers in the war, for the contemptible racists that exist here are a danger to us all.
Note* in Petting - The Academic Council recently passed a recommendation that the current attendance policy be repealed, and replaced with one that will require professors to set their own
polities.. . the recommendation soon goes to the Faculty Conference and, if passed there, will
become the rule-if you're opposed, let your profs know now... it's Pre* Piper, according to last
week's board of trustees announcement.. at least Phil won't be back.
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(Continued from page 1)
tin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday. Black Dollar Day, and
the anniversary of the founding of the NAACP.
Kitt told the meeting th«t
the civil rights movement had
made great progress, but that
the struggle isn't over.
"If you want to see how the
struggle was, pick up a paper
and read about South Afrkabut the struggle here is not
over," Kitt said. "You can
change the system, you can
alter the system, because now
you are a part of it"
"Don't ask what the
NAACP can do for you. The
NAACP has done for you
already-today you can eat in
any restaurant, stay in any
hotel, go to any college," Kitt
continued. "You need to do
for the NAACP-if you don't
get involved now, 10 years
down the read, the progress
will stop."
"You may be driving a nice
ear today, and eating in nice
places," Kitt said, "but make
sure you know, make sure
you remember how you got
there."
Concerning recent racist
acts at Winthrop, McMillan
said that such actions are
quite common despite
progress in the civil rights
movement
"I was surprised to realize
that so many people were
surprised at the incidents,"
McMillan said. "If you read
the NAACP publications,
you'll find that this'sort of
thing happens all the time."

the NAACP in recent years,
Kitt accused the media of
conspiring to downplay the
efforts of the NAACP.
"The media doesn't want
you to get involved-they
know you think you've got it
made. They don't want you to
know that we're still raising
hell," Kitt said.
After Kitt spoke, Jones
pledged the support of the
Rock Hill chapter for the new
Winthrop chapter, and invited new members to participate in a march in Spartanburg on Saturday.
McMillan read a unanimous
resolution passed by the
board of trustees formally
condemning all acts of vandalism, whether racially inspired or not
Winthrop College Interim
President Mark Newberry
told the meeting that racial
problems still exist at Winthrop, but that the administration is pledged to do
everything in its power to
punish racist acts.
After the speakers, Chairman John Howard began the
business part of the meeting.
Iris Boyd, director of the
membership drive, reported
183 new members as of 9 pjn.
and a treasury balance of
$566.

Balloting for officers took
place after the meml "ship
report with the following officers elected.
Iris Boyd, president; Judy
Alston, vice president; Twan
Barber, second vice president
and membership drive chairman; Willette Burgess,
On the same subject Kitt secretary; and Jametta
told the meeting to be aware Chandler, treasurer.
of such incidents.
Mollie Bethea, of the finan"Let us not feel that
nothing can happen to us, cial aid office, is the chapter's
because it can," Kitt said. "If adviser.
"New members - are
you don't believe that these
things are happening today, welcomed. Prospective memyou are blind; you are deaf." bers should contact Twan
When questioned about Barber," said Richard Davis.
lack of publicity concerning "Annual dues are $3."

Racial slurs
(Continued from page 1)
ter the banner incident he said
rock through a black student's that he called them back and
window the weekend after the told them "not to come."
banner was defaced.
Public Safety is handling the
David Wilkins, a junior and investigation of the defaced
member of Omega Psi Phi banner, but as of yet no one has
fraternity, said that some frien-been charged, and the slurs are
ds of his had come to visit Win- thought to be the work of a small
throp and that he had told them minority, probably no moire than
what a great school it is, but af- two people.

Are we a Duke blueprint
By MICHAEL SITTS
TJ sports writer

its own history, its own
traditions, and its own styles.
This is a college making huge
"Where do I go to school? strides, not only in athletics.
Why, I go to Mini-Duke incidentally, but also in
University! Yessir, we academics and community inalready have a former Duke volvement. To continue the
basketball player for an current policy of conserathletic director; basketball is vatism from the athletic
our only showcased sport - department
would
be
why, we don't even have a defeatist; to try to change the
football team, just like Duke growth and identity of the
doesn't (or so it seems)! I school into a poor mirror
know that they wouldn't let image of another is fatalistic,
us change the school colors
It isn't really apathy among
and the colors of the sports the student body that is
teams to Duke E.ne and relevant here (though that
White THIS YEAR, but we'll remains a problem), it is more
be sure to try again... NEXT a matter of ignorance. All of
YEAR! In fact, let's try to go the circumstances mentioned
get an assistant basketball in the opening lines were
coach from Duke to be our picked fresh and VERY ripe
head coach, now that ole off the grapevine. Not
Nield Gordon has retired! necessarily proven - not yet.
Sure! And after that we can.. but I'll say that I don't want
to come back in the fall to see
Y'know, when Phil Lader the basketball team and
was here, he didn't try to cheerleaders decked out in
change Winthrop into a blue and white. I think both
parody of Harvard and Prin- their uniforms look real
ceton, just because he sharp. But, by then, it would
graduated from those two be too late. So, the time for
schools with degrees in law. finding out this information is
So, it is hard for me to under- now, and it is the students
stand the utter compulsion who have to do the digging.
that Steve Vacendak has After all, who are the
about copying the blueprints
for?
for the Duke sports program
that Vacendak is
I
down here at Winthrop. No the
\" of the athletic
offense to Duke, one of the
but he WORKS
finest institutions of
for the athletes, also. It is not
learning in this
for the likes of him to tell
of ours, not to
players that if they don't 1
currently ranked
in the it here, then to "hop on a I
nation in men's basketball. It and get out of here." That is
certainly is a prime example inappropriate behavior for
of academics and athletics ANY administrator. So let's
going hand in hand. However, hope we see a change of atwe're talking about Winthrop titude in the athletic deparCollege - an institution with tment,okay?
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Apathy: Cuts like a knife
By ERIC FEARN
TJ staff writer
The cloud of apathy is so
thick it could be cut with a
knife. It hangs over Winthrop
College and
Winthrop
athletics with a frightening
foreboding nature. The
clearest example of this
apathy is the scene every Friday afternoon after classes
have ended.
Cars loaded down with luggage, head toward the gates
surrounding our college at
frightening speeds. At the
gates the
great that
crammed
ing closely two large
trying to get through a small
doorway.
After the carnage is complete and huge numbers of
students have made their
escape, a person can look out
the window and see that
cars to be parked here at
Winthrop. To look across the
parking areas in front of
Richardson and Wofford one
is reminded of a factory parking lot occupied only with cars
owned by third shift workers.
This predicament is of a
somewhat puzzling nature. So
i can hardly
wait to attei college and feel
the fruits of
We. as young
can't

Have a nice
spring break!

are now being

kaniMlflMMiiM&M.
t a eard verifying that they
• : "When working with as
'
r mptfc*
dfcwtfiM * M r «< «»pbyee. aa ttoeoOege to,
asked about Wi6ym have to have a
threp's stand on the issue.
i pay and umtod aMMnt of trvst,fce said. He Nelan aaid, "Winthrop
tegreta for the college and for
I aninvectiftftkm fed explained that in
„ v J Robert Williams-ofi it wasn't abnormal or inMoore that this top.• We want to proceed in
Vinthrop College Public frequent for directors or ad1 open manner, and
>,' according to Tony ministrators to pick up an
investigation to a
. director of PubScIn- employee's paycheck if they
, have the student's ID. card,
was charged with and can prove that the emthe situation is
y resolved, Grant Scurry is perseveral counts of forgery and ployee did work.
Nolan
said
that
the
forming the duties of the Inwas immediately Released on
tramural Director, and Tom
The full extent of
charges was not verified by and that no panic changes Webb is coaching the golf
Nolan, who said that "had wsj, would be made. However, team. . . ' . '

wait to get off to college, yet
many Winthrop students stay
here all week and attend
classes only to return home
for the weekend. This leads to
the hypothesis that
Winthrop students
more time at home than they
do here at their college. Can
this really be true?
What is the solution to this
dilemma. Well, since it's usually hard to solve a
there might not be a
answer. Admittedly, there
are understandable reasons
why students leave Winthrop
on the weekends.
In the fall, we have no football team, so on those cool
breezy days many students
are either down in Columbia
watching the Gamecocks or
out in Clemson watching the
Tigers. Perhaps they are
even at home watching the
game on television.
Next year, Winthrop is attempting a move to NCAA
Division L Needless to say
this a large jump. Winthrop
College will be up there
where the big boys are. The
competition will not only be
from the Big South Conference, but from the
NCAA's powerhouse conferences such as the ACC, the
Big Ten and maybe the Metro
Conference.
This is stiff competition indeed. Also, Winthrop isn't going to be an instant success on
the Division I level. It takes
time, persistence and fan support. To sit in the Winthrop
Coliseum at a basketball
game this season, and to see
that 5,000 seat coliseum so
sparsely populated would
soften even the hardest of
hearts. Even more ironic is
the fact that the Winthrop
basketball team at last report
was 19-8, and still suffering
a severe case of nonAll teams at Winthrop are
going to need the support of
the students as well as the
community of Rock Hill next
year more than ever. The
greater the task attempted,
the more support that will be
needed. Don't go to a basketball or baseball game against
a strong opponent to see a
Clemson or a Georgia Tech
team; go to see the Winthrop
Eagles. Go support your college; your future alma mater.
I'm not saying try to win the
spirit stick, I'm saying just go.

and pull for the Eagles. They
might surprise you.
All you people out there
who think Cross-Country is a
physical education
come out and see a meet. Soccer. volleyball, softball and
golf need support as much as
basketball and baseball.
Maybe minor sports at Winthrop should be approved as
cultural events. That
some support.
are the best of times to find
out about things like this.
Think about it.
Students can attend all
sporting events at Winthrop
FREE. All you pennypenchers out there, this is a
great place to take your
girlfriend when you're low on
I, for one, don't cater to the
that attendence at
i is low 1
of the large i lie to
ratio. More and
nd, contrary to
popular belief, there are quite
a few females who enjoy sporting events. The reasons for
low attendence at sporting
events lie elsewhere. As you
read this article, if anyone is,
you're probably
ing,This is just anothei
hearted attempt to
school spirit." I assure you it
is I'm just as guilty of not atsporting events as

I, myself, attended about
four basketball
eight cross-country t
...and...that's it. I
the soccer, women's
ball, volleyball or golf 1
play. I'm as guilty as a
Why am I writing this
then?
Good
question.
Perhaps, it's thinking about
how stiff the Division I competition really will be that
makes me realize ALL our
teams at Winthrop need
support.
I'm not saying Til attend
sporting events in great
amounts. I realize the limits
of time. As we switch from
Division II to Division I next
season keep in mind what I've
brought up in this article.
If you have free nights, and
there's a game some where,
drop in and see it. Give Winthrop ahtietics a chance.
Maybe if half the student
body would do this we could
disperse just a little of the
apathetic cloud...maybe?
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Winthrop's tennis swings into action

ners were Junior Zach Bogue and The next match for the Eagles
was against nationally ranked
Senior Rajendra Maharaj.
Furman University. Although
This season's tennis schedule Maharaj shut out the team's the team was defeated, the men
is keeping Winthrop on the number one, nationally ranked held up well against the NCAA
player with a score of 8-4, 6-4. power house. Once again, Bogue
move.
The competition lineup is a Bogue was out in front of his op- and Maharaj made a good
tough one, and although no confer- ponent with a score of 6-7,11-9, showing. Both men played a
ence matches have teen played 4-2 default. The default was due tough match in singles, going
yet, the Eagles have had then- to the Charleston player's use of three sets against Furman.
share of nationally ranked teams. profane language toward the Bogue came through the match
Feb. 17, the men went up against coach. Comments Bogue, with a score of 6-3, 1-6, 63, and
1
"Here's to my first match against Maharajs went the three sets
the College of Charleston.
Thr match resulted in a
de- Charleston-and I pity the fool with 7-5,5-7,7-4 as his scores.
"The men gave it all they
feat for Winthrop. Individujd wifr who cusses out my coach!"
had," said'Head Coach Cid Car1986 WINTHROP EAGLES GOLF SCHEDULE
valho. He feels that there was
Mar. 24 Pacer Invitational
Palmetto Golf Links TBA
only a little difference between
Cc Houndslake CounWinthrop and Furman; both
try Club (Aiken, SC)
teams were tough, Furman was
Mar. 6-9 Fripp Uand Invitational Ocean PL Golf links TBA
just a little tougher. Comments
(Fripp bland, SC)
Carvalho, "Considering that
Mar. 16-19 Lonnie B. Small Toum. Keith Hills Chb
TBA
Furman is a big NCAA power
(Buies Creek, NC)
house. I think we held up and
Mar. 26
Highland CoUefe*
Chester Golf Club
12:00
played good against them."
(Cheater, SC)
Apr. 2-4 Winthrop Invitational Lancaster Golf Qub TBA
So far, the men's tennis team
(Lancaster, SC)
has played only nationally
Apr. 9
Sprint Claaaic
Gallafer Trails
TBA
ranked teams, and conference
(Belmont, NC)
matches are coming up for both
Apr. 11
Davidson CoDefe*
Charlotte Count. Oub 12:00
the men and women. This year is
(Charlotte, NC)
full of nothing but heavy comApr. 17
Ersktoe aid
Country Club of SC 1:00
petition for Winthrop. "Our
(Florence, SC)
schedule is tough this year,'
Apr. 23-26 Big South Chmpion. Keith Hill* Club
TBA
says Carvalho, "but it's sup(Buies Creek, NC)
posed to be that way."

By JILL ZEIGLER

TJ sports writer

Tha beat custom-made
pizza is hot. has real
daiiy cheese, an assortment ot carefully selsctod
toppings on a perfect
golden crust..and is
deliveredtoyou in 30
minutes or lees. CaN us.
Oomlno'a Etna DeHwere*

Call
Us!
Location serving you:

AN Ptaaae Include Our
Opsrtal l e n d of lauoe
and 100% Heal Cheeee.
Our Superb
12-Cheese $5.49
16* Cheese $7.49
Coke* in 12oz.cans.SOC
Prices do not include tax
Drivers carry lees
than$150q.

UmMed dflHary aeea.

We accept checka

C190S Domtntfa Pizza Inc

324-7666
760 CHERRY ROAD
Wednesday

Monday

Tuesday

Happy Hour
All
Night

Free D r a f t
9-12
$1 Girls
$2 Guys

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Free D r a f t
9-12
$1 Girls
$2 Guys

2SC D r a f t
8-12

25* D r a f t
8-12

$2 Cover

is-, 19-year olds welcome w/proper I.D.
Absolutely no alcoholic beverages sold
to minors.

Mon-Frl Happy Hour S-8
Kitchen Open
M
Best Food in Town"
Coupon-

Dominoes Pizza
Night
S i Cover
F r e e Pissa 10-11
S14532-OS. D r a f t
8-12

Happy Hour:

C o m e t r y Miss D*s
Cooking

w M-F

Hamburger, Fries, C o k e
H o t d o f , FrlM C o k e

T
V

OffNiforUMicn
11am- lamSun-Thura
11am - 2am Fri-Sat

30 Minute
Guarantee

I

If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minute*,
present this coupon to
the driver for your pizza
free.
One coupon per pizza.
Please meet us in the lobby

EssSsJraBSsau.

r $
i

1 OFF

'1.00 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 3-8-96
Fast. Free Delivery
The location serving
you:
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"Phone Friend" expansion underway
By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

"Basically the area kids can call school district office so that they
us locally. Eventually we would can take steps to help the child
like to see 'Phone Friend' further. So far this year we've
The Winthrop College School hotlines set up in the other had to make five referrals. Forof Education hosted a con- South Carolina counties as well." tunately, we've not had many
ference of South Carolina Col- The first Thone Friend* pro- serious cases arise."
lege representatives Feb. 24-25 gram was set up at Penn State The phone lines are
to plan expansion of the "Phone in 1982. The Winthrop program monitored by students in the
Friend" project.
began in March of 1984, and SED 583 class.
answers an average of 20 calls a Smith said, "Students in the
c
' Phone
Friend",
an d a y "
!f.?,s ^ . ^ a i n e J I t o
afterschool phone line for latchchildren with problems. As a lab
key kids, has been in operation "Most of our callers are eight & s ! S l w ?
at Winthrop since March 1984. and nine years old," Smith sSd. & £ S S ^ J S S ^ Z
K
The program is funued by Win- "This is about the time parents
h*
JX. fK
throp College and McDonald's, fat be^n leaving j h - E e at
home after school. Third and
In all, representatives of 15 fourth grade is when parents "I feel like we're becoming a
South Carolina schools met to start to ' e t them take care of more utilized program as time
discuss setting up "Phone themselves a little bit more, and goes on," Smith said. "As the
Friend" hotlines in other parts vmany
of them are scared or ner- number of working parents and
of the state, and to examine the o u s a t being alone for the first single parent homes increase, so
possibilities of creating a time."
do the number of latch-key
statewide "Phone Friend"
children. A 1982 poll showed
network.
that 22 percent of the children
"Most of our callers, about 85 in York County are latch-key
Dr. Sue Smith, of the School of percent, are just bored or lone- children. We're taking in nearly
Education, and director of the ly" she continued. "They have double the number of calls we
York County "Phone Friend" nothing to do, so they call the were this time last year. I feel
program, was pleased with the hotline and we talk to them, tell we are providing a useful and
results of the conference.
stories, jokes and basically just valuable service to the York
"We provided the other schools Pe v4 ve et sh e m so™eone to talk to. It community, and I hope one day
with materials necessary to begin '
the kids feeling better it can be expanded to a
and operate a 'Phone Friend' pro- a n d t h e students who work the statewide network," Smith said,
gram," she said, including infor- phones feeling good."
mation on training students to
handle the phone lines. All in all, Occasionally, however, there
most of the schools seemed to are problems that just talking
feel the project was not too huge will not sort out.
to be handled," Smith said.
"There are times when more
The present "Phone Friend" is needed than having a different
hotline run by Winthrop College person to talk to each day,"
handles calls from Rock Hill, Smith said. "The child needs soFort Mill, and Indianland.
meone who can be there all the
"Our program handles the time. When we come across a
York County area," Smith said, case like that we report it to the

iiiiHl

(Photo by Steve J. Sherman)
SUZANNE GUCHREST and WWSLOW
BROWNING will be presenting an informal
concert of music for flute and guitar at Dinkins Student Union (A.T.&) on March 4th
at 9:00 PM.

Come See Us For Delicious

BUFFET SPECIALS

INTO JANE'S
for a Great Gift at a Great Price.
10% Discount with WCID
Easter Ideas
Talking Balloons
Cut Flowers
Roses
Special: Love Bunch 350
FREE DELIVERY TO WINTHROP

Jane's Creative
Designs

BUFFET

All You Can Eat
Pizza, Salad Bar, Baked Spaghetti

MARCH

Location:
1046 Oakland Ave.

Tuesdays

Phone:
327-5362

$

3.99

(Served 5 P.M.-9 P.M.)

Every Day is special at Pizza Inn with
a super buffet you're sure to enjoy!
CHILDREN'S PRICES: AGE X « •

„

T

.

Winthrop I.D.

10% OFF ^

AMERICA'S FAVORITE PIZZA
1919 Cherry Rood, Rock Hill

Phone:

366-3149
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Letters
(Continued from page 4)

Cartoonist

Mr. Jones has a talent that
many people wished God would
have given them. So let's try to
Dear editor,
give Mr. Jones come construcI am concerned about the tive criticism or suggestions incriticism the cartoonist has been stead of standing in judgement
receiving for the past two of his cartoons.
semesters. I, personally, feel the
cartoonist does a good job. He
provides us with humor, insight, Mr. Jones gives a lot to us so
and he voices feelings we have we can have a nice Monday, so
inside but are never voiced. He let's not try to upset him by conaddresses topics we all can tinuously putting down his
relate to such as no mail but air work. Because we should try to
remember that he gives his time
mail.
I do not understand where tl.e by drawing and meeting
criticism is coming from. Why do deadlines each week. I do not
we stand in judgement of Mr. believe he has cartoons just
Jones' work? Can the ones who lying around his room. He has to
have so much to say draw? If so, take time and think of them and
why didn't you apply for the car- then draw them. That's time!
toonist job? Why do you not There are still students here,
write Mr. Jones and give him Mr. Jones, who find your carsome suggestions for cartoons? I toons the highlight of The Johnfeel sure he would appreciate sonian.
Iris Boyd
the suggestions. You might even
Senior
be surprised to see that he
Psychology major
might even draw them.

Next
Door
Woodsy OMrtaaya
for Chan AlrRktoaBikc

We Wiah Winthrop Student* A Safe And Enjoyable Sprint Break.
Thimday'a Will Be Open When YOB Return. Drop By To See Ua.

Give a hoot
Dont pollute
Forest Service, U&DA. I

Congratulations
to All Candidates!
Good Luck
to
Donna and Nigel
I still would like to help
SGA help the students

TJ congratulates
all SGA candidates
who ran in the
Feb. 26 election

Thanks,
Hugh Hadsock

List Price

POSTERS
ART PRINT

Entire Stock

STUFFED
ANIMALS
2 0 % Off
Entire Stock

BACKPACKS
&

TOTE BAGS

i:;n r i ;

iillllliiiliS

MARCH BLOWOUT!
'•'"•'At The Winthrop College Store
Selected Gray
T-Shirts

Out-of-Print

BOOKS
SPECIAL
990*2.99
Reg. *7.00 4.99 As Marked

Com* by
March 3-28
DONT MISS IT!

Store hours M-Thure.
• &30-&00
ft*-8***00

Entire Stock

CALCULATORS

20% Off
Entire Stock

IMPRINTED
STATIONERY
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Campbell comes to call

Send Her Flowers...
Just Because

By G.W.GODFREY
TJ staff writer
Congressman
and
Gubernatorial candidate Carroll
Campbell outlined his plans for .
South Carolina's future to
faculty and students last Friday
afternoon.
"My simple effort for this
state is to do one thing and
that's to make Soutl Carolina
competitive," he said before Gubernatorial candidate Carroll Campbell spoke to students
about 50 students and a few on Feb. 21. (TJ photo by Bandy Greene)
faculty members in Dinkins
we had a brain drain over the are antiqudated, ought to be
Auditorium.
state of South Carolina," he said, done away with or consolidated.
Campbell advocated in"You really don't have a You need to be doing more in
creasing the economic base of technology component in- this pragmatic budgeting.
the state as a way of improving
the quality of life in South St "Yet we don't really have a
™ h a t , i s y 0 1 * .Vf*™
Carolina by making the state base to create a research r A -Hazardous waste in South
more desirable to new and triangle in South Carolina," he Carolina has got to be stored or
relocating industries.
•d °
handled in South Carolina
"The state of South Carolina
we
* e n e r a t e a l o t o f *•
has enjoyed a modest growth," The candidate was interviewed ^
What I object to a great deal
he said, while the states next after his speech.
to us have enjoyed tremendous Q: Do you propose to level off jg o u r handling so much of the
or reduce the tax burden? Is that hazardous waste generated outRTOWth."
1
s jd e of South Carolina.
"There is no reason for that essentially correct?
A: I propose to make us com- \y e have to move, as we did in
their people aren't better, their
petitive
in
tax
load.
the
nuclear waste compact, to try
work ethic is no stronger, their
Q: Well, if you make us com- to get other states dealing with
environment is no better, their
natural resources are no better, petitive in tax load and tj,eir own problem so that we
their geographic location is no Washington begins to reduce aren't taking it off them.
funding that their sending to the
better; what is wrong is the fact states, where are you going to Q.
HOW d o y o u f e e l a b o u t t h e
that South Carolina is not comfind the funds for all the things ^eath penalty?
petitive," he said.
Throughout the afternoon he you need to do like putting A ; j SU ppo rt it. I think that
in your group of T s
hammered away at his central technology
and building all the facilities for what is needed though more
themes; make the state tax load all these industries?"
than death penalties or anything
competitive, recruit new
A: I'm looking to broaden the else is a certainty of punishment,
businesses, avoid legislation that
would discourage economic economic base and to gain the in crime, period.
T h e d e t e r r a n t f a c t o r 0f the
growth and make the state work revenue increase through the
broadening of the economic base d e a t h
^ js sometiraes Iost
more efficiently with the
rather than to continue to raise Qn t h e *7 a c t t h a t i t ftkM e i g h t t
revenues it already has.
Campbell also called for an in- money out of the same people, nine years.
going to
crease injthe technological base You're
have to have a process of Campbell's speech was sponand in increase in technological budgeting in this state that sored by the Young Republicans
education.
causes a review of existing by arrangement with Campbell's
"We had a period of time
programs to tell whether they campaign.
during the last few years where
STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for girls interested in being counselorsactivity instructors in a private
girls camp located in Hendersonville, N.C. Instructors
needed especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback riding, Tennis, Backpacking, Archery,
Canoeing, Gymnastics, Craftsm, also Soccer, Cheerleading,
Drama, Nature study, Field
Hockey. If your school offers a
Summer Internship program
we will be glad to help.
INQUIRES- Morgan Haynes,
P.O. Box 400C, Tryon, N.C.
29782.
Have your resume prepared by
a management professional
Get the jump on the competition for the best jobs. For
an analysis and consultation

cali 684-3289 after 6 p.m.

NEW SHIPMENT

We carry a variety of
corsages and boutonnieres
for Sorority Formals and
Easter.
James Parish's Flowerland
Across from Richardson Hall
221 Cherry Rd.
328-6205

A facility
for faculty
and fellows

TRM'S

jAVERN

JOgT^ldan^jgnue^^RorftHill^

-A

From...

Cool, comfortable,
great-weoring
shoes
from Sperry Top Sider
for her.

THOMPSON'S
FAMOUS N A M ! SHOBS

1547 Cherry Rd..Rock Hill
(Next to Hearn Ford S Heilig Meyers Furniture)
A L W A Y S CLOSED S U N D A Y S

P H O N I i 3M-7314

Colors: N a t u r a l , N a v y
or W h i t e .

• a n h Cards
Welcomel
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Budget cuts cause protest

Dance Theaterpresents
annual spring concert

(CPS) In an unusually harsh flurry blast the plan and its authors.
propose any real solutions to
of words, college lobbyists last Not to be outdone, the depar- real
education problems. He
week greeted
President tment's second-highest ranking engages in elitist preaching inReagan's proposal to push some official stormed the sidewalk stead of problem-solving."
By JULIAN COFFIN
hallet, modern dance, comedy,
one million students out of meeting to rebut the criticism.
and Americana. Americana is a
Bennett was prepared for the TJ staff writer
federal aid programs with a bit "You're only concerned with broadside attacks.
modern dance influenced by folk
of guerilla theater, a public your own programs," Under- Upon hearing of the plan for Winthrop Dance Theater Is dance.
resolve to beat back the cuts and secretary Gary Bauer charged. the theatrical protest outside his holding their annual Spring "This program will be one
a strange argument on the "You ignore all the progress office, Bennett reportedly joked Concert on Mar. 5th and 6th in that anyone can enjoy. None of
street with a top Education the economy's made the last five to an aide that "maybe we ought Johnson Auditorium. Both con- the pjeMs.are very long and you
Department official.
years," he insisted, adding the to make sure someone (from the cert* wffl atart at 8 pm. Coat of don't have to understand dance
On a Washington sidewalk, leaders were unwilling to help department) is on the roof with a tickets are «2 for guest and 91 to appreciate it," Dugan said.
the two sides in the budget bat- reduce the federal deficit.
fire hose in case it's not raining." withWCTO.
tle oiled each other names, ac- Not true, countered Dale Par- Bennett then phoned the The coocerts, a dance theater Each year the concert is difcusing each other of being elitist nell of the American Association same line to Robert Atwell of twdWlpu, I N put together by ferent sad reflects the
and selfish.
ehoveagrapher's style.
of Community and Junior the American Council on
The heat was generated by Colleges. "We're willing to take Education (ACE), one of the lob'Moet of the pieces are 1 think this group has a very
the president's Feb. 5 proposal our fair share," but only if other byists planning to criticize the choreographed by students, as high energy level, I think this
to slash the federal student aid programs, notably Defense, do, budget proposal
weS a* costuming," said Karen *31 come across. They are the
budget by $1.7 billion for the too.
But Atwell and the others ielt Dugan, director of dance most technically capatle group
1986-87 fiscal year, which starts In all, the president proposed they had to stage the conferen- theater.
we've had," Dugan said.
next Oct. 1.
The concerts consists of •
The concert is an hour and
a 15 percent decrease in the ce.
The administration wants to Education Department's budget "We got the pants beat off us variety of pieces, including jazx, cotasts as a cultural event.
cut Guaranteed Student Loan and, depending on who is doing (in Congress) in 1981 and '82, and
(GSL) funding by nearly one the estimating, and eight-to-12 we've been trying to keep the
third, make it harder for middle- percent increase in Pentagon same thing from happening ever
Enjoy the excitement of Hilton Head
income students to get Pell spending.
since," says one official of a
Island while working in our surf and gift
Grants and merge the College Inflation, budget cuts and public college association.
Work-Study Program with the budget freezes, moreover, The official, who requested
shop. We are now accepting applications
Supplemental Education Oppor- already have diminished federal anonymity
"because I'm
for immediate and summer employment
tunity Grant Program.
college spending by about 20 speaking only for myself," noted
Under the
plan-which percent since 1980, estimates "we stand to get killed by
Some
weekends and evening hours
Congress will debate during the Kathy Ozer of the U.S. Student Gramm-Rudman (the budgetrequired.
Salary above minimum wage. If
next five months-students also Association.
balancing bill). We stand to get
would have to start paying in- "Bill Bennett lives in a dream killed by the new Higher
you are self-motivated, energetic and enterest on their GSLs while world," Parnell said at the press Education Act, and we stand to
joy people call (803) 785-4808. Bachelder
they're still in college.
conference. "He fancies himself get killed by this budget
Higher education leaders as the high priest of education proposal. We figure the only
Enterprises, P.O. Drawer 11, Hilton Head
wasted no time calling a news who must make regular we're going to survive this
Island, S.C 29938.
conference outside Education sacrifices to the gods. The real congressional session at all is to
Department headquarters to world escapes him. He has yet to fight as hard as we can."

tJfe Record Cellar
*Music Videos
* Sheet Music-Folios and
Individual Sheets
* Complete Selection of Albums,
Cassettes and Accessories.
Compact Disc
10-9 M-Sat.
1:30-6 Sun.
Rock Hill Mall

366-6139
8

1 OFF I

ON ANY
*8.69 or higher
LP or TAPE
Coupon And
Winthrop LD. Must
Be Presented BEFORE
Sale.
limit 2 Per Customer
Offer expires Mar. 9
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LANDING
A STUDENT VILLAGE
EAGLES LANDING
$165/mo./student
$55/mojstudenU
$ 12ftnoJstudent r_

DORMITORY LIVING

,400.00.
— —

$1M
NONE-Everything
Furnished
None-Can Stay All
Year Round

•

-UTILITIES—
-PARKING
MISC. EXPENSES

TV
Moving
Vaanuu, Broom, etc.
Mpntor
Mast Leave Derm Room:
ChristnMa, Spring Break
Fall Break, S o w e r
No Storage

INCONVENIENCES

-TOTALS•*

$812.00—.
——
I 20.00
HOMO$ 50*0
f *???—*
9 2&00 — . . . . . . . R t

Dormitory ROOM (Projected
cost for 1986-87)
21 Meal Plan
Laundry ($6jfwkx 32 weeks)

S%649.00 (2 semesters)
Summer School Dona Extra

u m ; <uiu i n n ; v a r y .

—

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL 1986
EAGLES LANDING is designed to provide cost-efficient housing at
E A G L E S

It Pays To Live Here
El
r*w
©f
O
T
>
CI

.

WASHER & DRYER
MICROWAVE
FREE SHUTTLE BUS
BUILT-IN FURNITURE
DISHES
HOUSEWARES
LINENS
SWIMMING POOL & CLUBHOUSE
WITH LARGE SCREEN TV
WATER AND SEWAGE PROVIDED
UPRIGHT VACUUM CLEANER
19" PORTABLE COLOR TV
DISHWASHER/DISPOSAL
DEADBOLT SECURITY SYSTEM

TiANDTNC

ID d a a i i m i u l

ift

affordable prices for students. It is located on Ebinport Road, just
off Cherry Road, 1.8 milesfromthe campus on 8 acres of spectacular
wooded property.
•Model unit will be complete in March 1986

*874 square feet thoughtfully planned to accommodate 4 students
per unit
•Ducted central heating and air conditioning and individually controlled heat pumps in each unit
* Sound insulated walls andfloorsthroughout
•Three payment plans available.
'Free Shuttle Bus (runs every class hour).
'"COUPON

CALL TODASf TO RESERVE
YOUR UNTT (803) 3280111

Rentals $165 AVG/month/student/12 mo. lease
Single Room and Bath available for
$260/month/student

[EAGLES

ftesentthis coupon to our Eagles Landing office at 207
^ V ~ r r r y R o a d 81,(1 receive a free shuttle bus tour of
EAGLES LANDING STUDENT VILLAGE site now under
construction. (By appointment onlyX
SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A FREE EAGLES
LANDING T-SHIRT

LANDING

OFFICE- 328-0111
207 North Cherry Road
across from Kate Wofford Dorm

